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Task Description:

The skeleton’s ability to adapt to mechanical loading is crucial for bone health, as exercise promotes hypertrophy but
disuse (such as from spaceflight) leads to bone loss. We were the first to report that small, transient plasma membrane
disruptions (PMD) develop with in vitro and in vivo mechanical loading in bone osteocytes. These disruptions initiate
skeletal mechanotransduction, suggesting PMD are stimuli recognized by osteocytes to regulate bone adaptation to its
loading environment. Importantly, we consistently observe that ~20% of long bone osteocytes develop PMD with
routine cage activity in mice, suggesting that formation of osteocyte PMD may be essential to bone’s sensation of and
response to normal gravitational loads. Accordingly, our central hypothesis is that osteocyte PMD formation is impaired
during skeletal disuse, leading to bone loss. Our goals are to test the effects of disuse on osteocyte PMD formation, to
determine whether osteocytes become sensitized to PMD formation with impaired PMD repair or survival during
reloading, and to determine whether modulating osteocyte PMD formation and/or repair affect these processes. Our
strategy is to test these concepts in an in vivo murine model of hindlimb unloading, as well as with in vitro osteocyte
models of unloading (rotating wall vessel bioreactor) and reloading (fluid shear stress). Our goals align with the NASA
Space Biology program as they target Research Topic 3 (Animal Biology Studies in support of Human Space
Exploration)/ Sub-Topic AH1-E (Effects of fractional gravity provided by spaceflight centrifugation or ground
microgravity/partial gravity analogs to gain insights into mechanisms of how animals sense, respond, and adapt to
gravity shifts that are less than 1G) by discovering the contribution of osteocyte PMD formation (and hypothesized
impairment during disuse) to the skeleton’s adaptation to its loading environment. This project will yield a new
understanding of how complex organisms adapt to the space environment, using a ground-based analog for disuse from
spaceflight; we anticipate that derived data will advance strategies for skeletal maintenance and prevention of bone
fractures during disuse to promote and support human space exploration. 
  

Rationale for HRP Directed Research:   

Research Impact/Earth Benefits:

Disuse-induced bone loss, which occurs during prolonged exposure to microgravity during spaceflight and predisposes
astronauts to risk of skeletal fractures, also occurs frequently on Earth in patients with spinal cord injuries, patients
subjected to chronic/long-term bed rest, and in other cases of long-term decreased mobility. Furthermore, it is well
understood that mechanical loading of the skeleton through physical exercise is beneficial for bone health across a wide
spectrum of human patients, but there exists a substantial proportion of the population who cannot undertake regular
vigorous exercise for a variety of reasons, including underlying health conditions, time constraints, or financial
concerns. Therefore, understanding the fundamental mechanisms behind how bone senses and responds to changes in
mechanical loading, and exploring ways to alter the skeletal response to a given level of mechanical loading (or
withdrawal of loading), may lead to therapeutic interventions for improving bone health and reducing fracture risk. 
  

Task Progress:

Despite this being the first year of this grant, we have made significant progress towards accomplishing the Specific
Aims of the proposal. Major accomplishments include: establishment of a more robust disuse-induced bone model,
beginning to define the molecular signature of mechanically loaded mechano-sensing bone cells (osteocytes) with
plasma membrane disruptions (PMD), testing the effects of creating increased cell membrane fragility on bone
adaptation to loading, testing the effects of creating delayed cell membrane repair on bone adaptation to loading, and
testing the effects of enhancing cell membrane repair on bone adaptation to loading. These are detailed below. 
We initially proposed a two week single hindlimb immobilization model to stimulate disuse-induced loss of bone and
muscle, as we had collected pilot data showing that mice would lose muscle and bone mass in this timeframe, and also
show decreased evidence of osteocyte PMD in this window. This immobilization model has the advantage that one limb
of the mouse is subjected to disuse, but the other remains mechanically loaded – allowing us to compare the effects of
unloading within each animal, minimizing the number of animals needed for study and controlling for variability
between mice. However, before embarking on our full studies, we first examined whether two weeks of immobilization
was sufficient to properly cause bone loss. We were encouraged to find that an additional week of immobilization, three
weeks in total, led to a more robust and reproducible loss of both muscle and bone mass than our originally proposed
approach. Specifically, three weeks of immobilization significantly decreased muscle mass, cortical bone thickness,
cortical bone area, and measurements of bone strength in the immobilized as compared to loaded limbs, whereas these
trends were considerably weaker in the mice subjected to only two weeks of disuse. Therefore, we revised our
experimental plans to focus on a 3 week immobilization model for all experiments moving forward, to ensure rigor and
repeatability in our experiments. 

We are also interested in understanding what signals are specifically produced in mechanically loaded bone cells
(osteocytes) that develop PMD (PMD+) as compared to cells that are loaded but do not develop PMD (PMD-). This will
help us test and establish the importance of PMD in bone’s sensation of mechanical loading, helping us to understand if
this mechanism represents a viable target for modifying bone’s adaptation to changes in loading. Over the last year, we
have developed methods to mechanically load the osteocytes, sort them based on whether they developed a PMD during
loading, and then analyze the molecular signature (gene expression trends) in the PMD+ as compared to PMD- cells.
These studies are still ongoing, but preliminary results suggest that the PMD+ cells are critical for initiating the earliest
responses to application of a mechanical load. 

In this first year of the grant, we have completed development of a genetic mouse model where we have made the
osteocytes more susceptible to the development of PMD with loading (by knocking out a protein called Sptbn1,which is
involved in membrane stability), and a model where we have slowed the rate of PMD repair in osteocytes (by knockout
of a protein called Prkd1, which is involved in membrane repair). These models allow us to test the contribution of
PMD-mediated events to bone adaptation to changes in mechanical loading. We have validated these models, showing
enhanced fragility and impaired repair, respectively. Both of these models demonstrate impaired adaptation to loading,
consistent with demonstrating an important role for PMD in bone mechanobiology. We intend to next subject these mice
to disuse conditions, to test the effects of these genetic modifications on the response of bone to reduced mechanical
loading and subsequent reloading during remobilization. 

Excitingly, we are also keenly interested in testing whether enhancing membrane stability or repair can have therapeutic
implications in terms of modifying the skeleton’s response to changes in mechanical loading. We have been treating
mice and isolated osteocytes with an FDA (Food & Drug Administration) approved drug agent that enhances membrane
stability; while this does not necessarily enhance the response of healthy mice or cells to mechanical loading,
preliminary results suggest that this strategy can rescue the defects caused by impaired PMD repair identified in our
genetic mouse models. 

While we have encountered some difficulty in personnel/staff recruitment for this project due to the ongoing pandemic,
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we are happy to report that we have involved four PhD students, four medical students, two undergraduate students, and
a high school student in completion of our funded experiments over the past year. One PhD student successfully
defended her PhD and graduated earlier this year, our two undergraduate students received their Bachelor's Degrees, and
all of the students involved have received authorship on either journal manuscripts or conference abstracts stemming
from their contributions. Therefore, this grant is supporting the career development of the next generation of scientists. 
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